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This October, IKEA is adding even more 
products to the comfortably sophisticated 
Continental Dark style, from bed linens and 
metre fabrics to furniture and dinnerware.

The traditional style is characterised by textiles 
with rich, detailed prints in deep blues, tartan 
checks and smoky browns set to complement 
wood or iron furniture in black-brown or grey. 
The expression draws inspiration from 19th 
century colonial New England, Asian inspired 
ceramics and even elements from 1920 bohe-
mian Paris.

Adding to the collection this autumn are new 
textiles, like the floral BLÅVINGE metre fabric 
and cushion cover and SÖTBLOMSTER quilt 
cover, which mix beautifully with current fa-
vourites like YSTAD sofa, INGATORP drop leaf 
table or ÄLMSTA rattan chair. 

Supporting the style in the living room is the 
new blue tartan checked RUTNA cover for 
the EKTORP sofa, a classic favourite. EKTORP 
sofa with RUTNA cover pairs beautifully with 
the botanical features of the new FJÄLLJUNG 
cushion covers or the large paisley pattern of 
the VILSUND RUG in blue.

With the autumn season here, it’s the perfect 
time to reintroduce this relaxed and refined 
style. 
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Tangled in blues. A mix of tartan checks and floral patterned textiles create this soft yet robust style. 

FJÄLLJUNG cushion cover $000 100% ramie. L50×W50cm. Beige/black 302.588.47   BLÅVINGE cushion cover $000 100% cotton. 
L50×W50cm. Blue/white 102.616.19  EKTORP three-seat sofa $000 Cover: 65% polyester and 35% cotton. W218×D88, H88cm. Rutna multico-
lour 290.025.03  VILSUND rug, low pile $000 Pile: 100% polypropylene. Backing: synthetic latex. W160×L230cm. Blue 802.290.46  BLÅVINGE 
fabric $000/m 100% cotton. W150cm. Blue/white 602.272.65  
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Take it to the table. Dinnerware in blue and grey come together for a rich and inviting table setting. 

ARV series Earthenware. Designer: Sissa Sundling. Deep plate $000/each Ø26cm. Grey 102.346.21  Plate $000/each Ø28cm. Grey 502.346.19  
GUNLIS tea towel $000/each 100% cotton. Designer: Inga Leo. W50×L70cm. Check pattern 302.355.68  ERSÄTTA block candle holders Powder-
coated steel. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. H13cm $000/each Grey 602.361.18  H21cm $000/each Grey 202.361.20
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Plenty of paisley. Black-brown and iron furniture create the ideal backdrop for the deepest blues and most intricate paisley printed fabrics.  

FRÄKEN bedspread and 2 cushion covers $000 You can easily vary the look in your bedroom with this bedspread, because it has contrasting sides. 100% cotton. Designer: Inga Leo. Bedspread W260×L280cm. 
Cushion cover L65×W65cm. Blue 502.296.08   SÖTBLOMSTER quilt cover and 2 pillowcases $000 100% cotton. Designer: Inga Leo. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. White/blue 602.584.50  
MUSKEN series Foil finish. Designer: K Hagberg/M Hagberg. Bed frame $000 Slatted bed base, mattress and bedlinen are sold separately. W164×L207, H115cm. Mattress size 160×200cm. Brown 902.499.30  
Wardrobe with 2 doors+3 drawers $000 3 adjustable shelves and 2 clothes rails included. W124×D60, H200cm. Brown 802.516.45
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Extra-version

FRÄKEN bedspread and 2 cushion covers $000 You can easily vary the look in your bedroom with this bedspread, because 
it has contrasting sides. 100% cotton. Designer: Inga Leo. Bedspread W260×L280cm. Cushion cover L65×W65cm. Blue 
502.296.08   SÖTBLOMSTER quilt cover and 2 pillowcases $000 Concealed press studs keep the quilt in place. 100% cot-
ton. Designer: Inga Leo. Quilt cover W240×L220cm. Pillowcases L50×W60cm. White/blue 602.584.50
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